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Electroencephalogram Neurofeedback:
Application in ADHD and Epilepsy
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ABSTRACT

N

eurofeedback is a behavioral
therapy technique used to teach
or improve self-regulation of
brain activity. It is a variant of electroencephalogram (EEG) biofeedback,
which aims to help the patient acquire
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The use of electroencephalogram
neurofeedback has been studied in a
number of psychiatric disorders, especially for the treatment of attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).
However, many clinicians are not aware
of this treatment and the level of evidence supporting its use. In this article,
we review the evidence for the efficacy
of neurofeedback in several psychiatric disorders and also discuss the specific neurofeedback protocols that have
been found effective in the treatment
of ADHD, such as slow cortical potential, theta/beta ratio, and sensorimotor
rhythm neurofeedback. [Psychiatr Ann.
2016;46(10):594-600.]

self-regulation over certain brain activity patterns based on operant conditioning principles.1,2 The EEG shows electrical activity of the cerebral cortex and
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reflects the summation of synchronized
excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic
potentials of apical cortical pyramidal
cells. The roots of neurofeedback can
be traced back to the early 1930s, when
the first observations were made that
the EEG alpha-blocking response could
be classically conditioned.3,4 EEG was
more systematically investigated and
its efficacy confirmed in the 1940s.5,6
These early studies clearly demonstrated that conditioning principles can be
applied to EEG parameters such as the
alpha-blocking response.
The first successful application of
EEG conditioning with clinical effects, namely anticonvulsant effects,
was reported in 1968 by Wyrwicka and
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Sterman.7 This work involved the train- tive EEG or employs standard protoprovision of resources and facilitates
ing of the sensorimotor rhythm (SMR) cols. For ADHD, a standard protocol
attention as well as initiation of goalin cats. This EEG rhythm was previous- might be the up-training of the SMR
directed behavior that can be observed
in enhanced reaction time, stimulus
ly associated with stereotyped postures (12-15 Hz) or a down-training of the
2
detection, and short-term memory durcharacterized by a complete cessation theta/beta ratio (4-7 Hz/13-21 Hz), and
ing the negative shift phase.21 In SCP
of spontaneous activity and immobile
for epilepsy
this might
be an
SMR
upCopyrighted
material.
Not
for
distribution.
7
behavior in the cat. Furthermore, traintraining with concurrent theta down- neurofeedback, both conditions are
ing of this EEG rhythm during wakefultraining.12 Standard protocols are based trained (activation/negativation and deness resulted in increased sleep spindle on group-average findings that might activation/positivation). Self-regulation
density during sleep (an EEG rhythm
not hold for the individual patient; of SCPs is important in disorders with
with the same frequency and topographtherefore, some level of personalization
impaired excitation thresholds, such as
ical distribution as SMR) and improved
epilepsy or ADHD.
8
sleep quality in cats, a finding that was
Both types of neurofeedback (ie, frealso replicated in humans.9,10 In a serquency band neurofeedback and SCP
endipitous finding, the anticonvulsant
neurofeedback) were originally emeffects of operant conditioning of this
ployed in the treatment of epilepsy,22
SMR rhythm in cats exposed to the
but are now also used in the treatment
convulsant drug monomethylhydrazine
of ADHD. Both ADHD and epilepsy
were demonstrated,11 followed by repare characterized by difficulties in
lications of these effects in humans.12
regulation of cortical excitation threshof neurofeedback could enhance treatThese initial findings resulted in what
olds. A meta-analysis of the efficacy of
we currently know as “frequency band ment outcome.18,19
frequency (especially SMR) and SCP
SCP neurofeedback is focused on feedback treatment in ADHD reported
neurofeedback.” About the same time,
learned self-regulation of cortical actithe first report of voluntary control
clinical effects with a large effect size
vation and inhibition. These threshold- (ES) on inattention and impulsivity and
over a slow brain potential called the
regulation mechanisms are slow electricontingent negative variation or “berea medium ES on hyperactivity.23
Neurofeedback has been used for
itschaftspotential” (readiness potential, cal shifts in brain activity. They change
due to the property of this potential to periodically from being electrically several disorders such as ADHD, epiemerge when preparing for action, such positive to electrically negative and are lepsy, migraine, depression, autism,
tinnitus, anxiety, and others, but the
as when waiting at a traffic light) was described as a phasic tuning mechaonly evidence-based applications for
reported,13 which laid the foundation of nism in the regulation of attention.20
another well-known neurofeedback apThey are generated cortically and subthis technique are for ADHD and epiproach—slow cortical potential (SCP)
cortically, involving brain stem reticu- lepsy. Neurofeedback might be benefineurofeedback.
lar mechanisms, the thalamus, and the
cial for other disorders, but the body of
Frequency band neurofeedback tarbasal ganglia. The main factor contribresearch is too small to make any valid
gets abnormal activity in frequency
uting to SCP is synaptic activities at
claims.
bands, such as high or low power in a apical dendrites in superficial layers of
specific frequency band or in a ratio
the cortex. Negativation (ie, the signal
ADHD
of two frequency bands. For attention- becoming electrically negative) repreSeveral years after Sterman and Frideficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
sents activation, increasing the firing ar’s24 initial demonstration of the antithis might be a high theta/beta ratio or probabilities of the underlying corti- convulsant effects of SMR neurofeedhigh theta power and/or low beta power
cal areas, and is caused by long-lasting back, Lubar and Shouse25 described the
14
in children, and similar patterns in
depolarization of superficial layer apiapplication of this same SMR neuroadults.15-17 The goal of frequency band cal dendrites. Positivation represents feedback in a child with hyperkinetic
an inhibition and a decrease in firing
neurofeedback is to activate a specific
disorder. Employing an A-B-A design,
brain network, which is achieved by probabilities. SCPs are related to cogthey reported improvements in hyperacchanging the amplitude of a specific
nitive performance and motor actions.
tivity and distractibility when SMR was
frequency band. To do so, a therapist
A positive shift reflects consumption of
up-trained and found that symptoms
either selects the target frequency band resources and disfacilitation of excitaworsened when reversal training was
according to the individual quantitation thresholds. A negative shift reflects
used.25 A few years later, these find-

The goal of frequency band
neurofeedback is to activate a
specific brain network.
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ings were subsequently replicated in a impulsivity (>0.6), with smaller effect
further support for understanding the
larger study.26 These reports can now sizes for hyperactivity (>0.3).23 Two underlying mechanism of neurofeedback and its efficacy. The underlying
be considered the first demonstrations RCTs found that neurofeedback was
of clinical effects after neurofeedback
not inferior to treatment with psycho- mechanisms of action have also been
investigated in theoretical articles2,62
in what we today refer to as ADHD.
stimulants.48,49 Some investigations
The first two randomized controlled
concluded
that neurofeedback
is an
and via studies that apply neurofeedCopyrighted
material.
Not for distribution.
trials (RCTs) compared neurofeed“efficacious and specific” treatment back to healthy participants to invesback to a waiting-list control group for ADHD,23,38 and some still see a
tigate the effect on neurophysiologic
and found improvements in attention need for methodologically improved mechanisms and changes.63,64 Details
and hyperactivity.27,28 More recently,
of these studies are not described here,
four RCTs have been published either
but these studies show that research
using a cognitive training-based29-31
interest is ongoing as neurofeedback
or an electromyogram (EMG)-based
yields such positive and promising rebiofeedback training32 as a control
sults.
condition. These control conditions
However, some of the studies and
were aimed at controlling for nonspethe reviews and even the meta-analcific effects of neurofeedback, such as
yses themselves have been criticized
the time of computer interaction and
for methodologic failures and shortamount of client-therapist interaction.
comings. Shortcomings in the design
Another RCT compared SCP with theand procedure of neurofeedback stud44,47
Additionally, some clinical
ta/beta ratio neurofeedback, and found
studies.
ies are the main problems in proving
trials are in the process of publication its effectiveness. Aside from the fact
similar effects for both treatments on
and preliminary results are promising
ADHD symptoms.33
that the gold standard of placeboIn all of the RCT studies except
regarding quality of study design as
controlled, randomized, double-blind
30
50,51
that by Holtmann et al., neurofeedwell as clinical outcome.
studies cannot be easily achieved in
back training effects were greater than
In addition to behavioral and clinineurofeedback therapy,2 there are
the control condition with respect to cal improvements, other improve- methodologic failures in some of the
ADHD symptoms (typically a medium
ments have also been reported, in- studies conducted. Studies that did
ES) according to parent and teacher cluding faster reaction times, smaller not find clinically significant effects
ratings. In three of these RCTs, follow
reaction time variability, and reduced
of neurofeedback all had several feaup was performed and the clinical eferror rates.52-54 Improvements in brain
tures in common, such as the use of
fects were maintained at the 6-month34 activity have also been reported, such unconventional neurofeedback proand 2-year follow-up visits.35 Two of
as
improved
contingent-negative
tocols and feedback locations,65-71
these RCTs were multicenter studies
variation and event-related potentials
substantial deviations from the prewith large sample sizes (n = 10236 and (brain activity patterns that reflect
registered clinical trials register (such
n = 10437).
preparation and attention) in chilas only including 60%70,72 to 34%68
In the past few years, several redren18,30,52,55,56 and adults,57 as well of the pre-registered sample size) and
38-46
18,23,47
views
and meta-analyses
on
as improvement in EEG frequency the use of suboptimal methodology
ADHD investigated the effectiveness
bands.32,58 One study investigated the
to optimize learning (eg, game-like
of nonpharmacologic treatments, eseffects of neurofeedback on sleep in implementations2). Note that in regard
pecially neurofeedback, for ADHD. In children and adults with ADHD and to learning principles, if a feedback
general, all reviews and meta-analyses found improved sleep-onset latency animation is too exciting and thrilling,
found positive effects of neurofeedback and sleep quality after SMR neurofeed- it might create a stimulus-reinforcer
for ADHD as rated by parents. They back that also mediated the clinical association instead of a responseagreed that neurofeedback is as effeceffects of inattention.59 Furthermore,
reinforcer association, which means
tive or more effective than waiting-list
functional magnetic resonance imagthat the participants will associate the
groups, computerized cognitive train- ing studies were able to demonstrate reinforcement with the stimulus rather
ing, and EMG feedback. The largest ef- structural changes after neurofeedback than the desired brain activity.73 Furfect sizes were found for improvements in healthy participants60 and in patients
thermore, motivation and reinforcein symptoms of inattention (>0.8) and
with ADHD.61 These findings provide
ment need to be given by the therapist,

Some clinical trials are in
the process of publication
and preliminary results are
promising.
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which makes double-blind, placeboback protocols proved to be the most ment.88 Therefore, the need for more
controlled studies especially hard to
effective in the treatment of epilepsy effective and longer-lasting treatments
with focal seizures. However, in the
implement.
in ADHD is widely accepted. Because
2000s, this research interest decreased
The problems mentioned regardneurofeedback is based on operant
dramatically, with only three results
ing the studies with no clinical efconditioning principles, once the reguin the literature
search
for for
the distribution.
past 7 lation of the brain is learned and the
fects were further highlighted
in
Copyrighted
material.
Not
years (one review,81 one meta-analya recent meta-analysis that found
treatment was effective, these effects
overall effects of neurofeedback in sis,12 and one follow-up study82). The
are thought to be permanent. Interest12
ADHD when inspecting parent rat- meta-analysis by Tan et al. and the
ingly, some subsequent studies have all
ings, but not significant effects for
review by Nagai81 concluded that neushown that clinical benefits were mainteacher ratings.74 However, when limrofeedback was found to produce a sigtained or even further improved at the
iting to neurofeedback studies that nificant reduction in seizure frequency. 6 month follow-up34,37,53 and even after
used “standard” protocols, there were
The recent follow-up study was able to
2 years.35 Interestingly, patients were
significant clinical benefits for both
demonstrate that clinical effects were
still able to regulate their brain activparent-rated and teacher-rated symp- maintained even 10 years after treat- ity in the desired direction at these foltoms.74 Currently, some large multiment,82 as seizure frequency was still
low-up moments.35,53 The same is true
center, controlled studies are being reduced and the ability to regulate for patients with epilepsy in a 10-year
conducted75 or in the process of being brain activity was still present. Given
follow-up study.82 Additionally, neuro50
published.
that the patient group consisted mostly feedback does not have any severe side
From recent conferences it can be
of treatment-resistant patients, these effects.67,68
concluded that (at least in the comresults are encouraging and clinically
NEUROFEEDBACK IS NOT “MAGIC
pleted study50) a large sample size
meaningful.
and well-designed control conditions
IN A BOX”
yield promising results supporting
Neurofeedback is part of behavioral
OTHERS DISORDERS
83,84
the efficaciousness of neurofeedback.
have also repsychotherapy and should be applied
Several studies
Taken together, neurofeedback can be ported on the effect of neurofeedback according to those standards. A posideemed a viable treatment option for in other disorders, but only a few contive neurofeedback treatment should
ADHD that is efficacious and specific.
trolled and randomized studies83,84 be based on individual brain activity,
have been conducted for other indica- learning principles, a good patientEPILEPSY
tions. Therefore, although some indica- therapist relationship, motivational
Epilepsy is not an official psychi- tions appear promising, more research
components, and possibly accomatric disorder but has the second-best
is needed to reach solid conclusions for panying traditional psychotherapy.
evidence in neurofeedback research the efficacy of neurofeedback in disor- Neurofeedback should be accompaand is therefore described here.
ders other than ADHD and epilepsy.
nied by additional behavioral therapy
Early studies employing SMR neucomponents implied in the sessions.
rofeedback, such as those by Sterman
LONG-TERM EFFECTS AND
Most SCP neurofeedback studies with
76
77
et al., Lubar and Bahler, and later
CURRENT POSITION OF
children always implement a token
studies employing SCP neurofeedback
NEUROFEEDBACK
system and transfer to daily-life situfrom the 1990s22,78,79 and early 2000s80
Currently, the gold standard of treat- ations. The study by Drechsler et al.54
all showed promising anticonvulsant ment for ADHD is psychostimulant
used extended support from the pareffects in epilepsy. The mechanisms medication, including methylphenidate ents for the daily transfer; all other
of action are thought to be related to
and various amphetamine formulations studies53 kept the parents rather uninthe ability to regulate brain excitawith large effect sizes on the group lev- volved. The transfer into daily life can
tion thresholds and therefore prevent
el in the acute treatment of ADHD.85 range from handing out transfer cards
over-excitation and a subsequent seiHowever, the clinical efficacy of psy- and the instruction to practice reguzure. Studies from two independent
chostimulant medication decreases lation at home, to sitting down and
research groups examined this and
over time, as demonstrated in various
guiding the children into an activated
delivered promising clinical results large-scale studies,86,87 possibly related state during their homework or other
(for review and meta-analysis see Tan to an up-regulation of dopamine transtasks. This component seems to be an
et al.12). SMR and SCP neurofeed- porter availability after sustained treatimportant tool for application of the
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1941;28(2):134-144.
(4) the application is unsupervised, and
7. Wyrwicka W, Sterman MB. Instrumental
(5) they do not have any published data
conditioning of sensorimotor cortex EEG
to support their efficacy. At this stage,
spindles in the waking cat. Physiol Behav.
1968;3(5):703-707.
the only possible home-training op8. Sterman MB, Howe RC, Macdonald LR.
tion is tele-neurofeedback with direct
SELF-DIRECTED EEG
Facilitation of spindle-burst sleep by condisupervision
by the therapist
via remote
NEUROFEEDBACK USING
tioning of electroencephalographic activity
Copyrighted
material.
Not for
distribution.
while awake. Science. 1970;167(921):1146access to computers and devices. PreWEARABLE DEVICES
1148.
vious caregiver and neurofeedback
During the past few years, there has
9. Hoedlmoser K, Pecherstorfer T, Gruber G, et
training by the therapist is advised.
been development of “home training
al. Instrumental conditioning of human sendevices” or “self-directed neurofeedsorimotor rhythm (12-15 Hz) and its impact
on sleep as well as declarative learning.
CONCLUSION
back” for several reasons, such as the
Sleep. 2008;31(10):1401-1408.
Overall, it can be concluded that
many sessions that are required, travel
10. Schabus M, Heib DP, Lechinger J, et al.
psychiatrists can recommend neurotime, the availability of the therapist,
Enhancing sleep quality and memory in
insomnia using instrumental sensorimofeedback to patients with ADHD as an
and reduction of costs. To this date,
tor rhythm conditioning. Biol Psychol.
there are no systematic studies that we effective treatment when standard pro2014;95:126-134.
are aware of on the effect of neurofeed- tocols, such as SMR, SCP, and theta/
11. Sterman B, Lopresti RW, Fairchild MD.
Electroencephalographic and behavioral
back home-training for psychiatric dis- beta neurofeedback, are used. Howevstudies of monomethylhydrazine toxicity in
orders. Such unsupervised “home train- er, one should remain cautious regardthe cat. J Neurother. 2010;14(4):293-300.
ing” also implicates that the feedback ing the use of neurofeedback for other
12. Tan G, Thornby J, Hammond DC, et al.
indications due to a lack of sufficient
process that is currently performed
Meta-analysis of EEG biofeedback in
treating epilepsy. Clin EEG Neurosci.
evidence. Even if some neurofeedby a trained clinician can be fully and
2009;40(3):173-179.
effectively automated. As indicated back providers sell their product with
13. McAdam DW, Irwin DA, Rebert CS, Knott
above, some of the double-blind stud- different claims, therapists should be
JR. Conative control of the contingent negative variation. Electroencephalogr Clin
ies (implicating that all parties, in- aware of the evidence base and look
Neurophysiol. 1966;21(2):194-195.
cluding the therapist, were blinded) critically at the quality of the product
14. Barry RJ, Clarke AR, Johnstone SJ. A renecessitated automated feedback pro- as well as its claim. Neurofeedback is
view of electrophysiology in attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder: I. Qualitative and
an excellent tool for training certain
cedures; however, all such studies have
quantitative electroencephalography. Clin
been found ineffective,66,89,90 making brain networks and therefore improvNeurophysiol. 2003;114(2):171-183.
it difficult to expect that such an auto- ing behavior, but the therapist is still
15. Bresnahan SM, Anderson JW, Barry RJ.
mated approach is feasible at this mo- an indispensable component in the
Age-related changes in quantitative EEG
in attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
ment. This will require more research
treatment.
Biol Psychiatry. 1999;46(12):1690-1697.
and validation. Therefore, in the near
16. Bresnahan SM, Barry RJ. Specificity of
future, it will be more likely that such
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